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Gardeniser.eu is online!
Gardeniser.eu platform is an online resource centre (hub) designed to connect urban community
garden enthusiasts, gardeners, experienced professionals and policymakers. Its mission is to make
visible and accessible opportunities to grow together and to improve our shared living environment.The
evolution of the Gardeniser Pro project has pushed the International partnership to go beyond what
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was initially planned. Thanks to the continuous exchange of suggestions and requirements within the
world of community gardens, the multilingual platform (English, French, Italian, German and Greek are
available) has been designed to be a useful site, where people can come back over and over again, to
learn , exchange and interact.
The functions currently active on the site allow people and Institutions interested in community
gardens to:
have a single platform where they can find everything, entirely in their own language
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find the nearest community urban garden
find out how the garden is designed, what activities it runs and contact information
find volunteer activities
access examples of good practice shared by gardeners in their own language
Community urban gardens and their gardeners can:
create a mini web page about your garden, which can be updated independently.
be understandable in 5 different languages thanks to the automatic translation done by the site
find and get in touch with other gardens in their area as well as in other countries
start exchanges between gardeners and community gardens from other countries to learn new
ways of working and growing
find and get in touch with Gardenisers to request support
publish best practice and access those made available by other gardens in 5 different languages

Gardenisers can:
take the online test to obtain the Gardeniser licence
find other

community

gardens, institutions and

organisations that are looking for this professional role
access specialised resources for books, links and
downloadable publications, reviewed by the platform
print specialist factsheets on various subjects which
are made available to community gardens
promote their skills and training initiatives on the
platform
have an online reference for their own personal logo to
be used on CV’s or signatures

UK multiplier event
Following the first multiplier event on February 2020, the UK ran a webinar in June to explain who the Gardeniser Pro project was for and
what the training covered. Heidi Seary, from Social Farms & Gardens, explained that the training was made up of classroom training, an
internship, and then an online test. Once all these elements were completed and passed the student would then gain the Gardeniser
license. Heidi also explained how the pilot project worked and how the trainers of Gardeniser Pro were first trained in Manchester in
April 2018. A training course for Gardenisers was run in March 2019 for 21 people in London and this was then followed by an internship
by the students either in the UK or in one of the partner countries in the summer of 2019.
Andrea Messori from REPLAY Network in Rome explained how the online platform now allows the students to take the test and gain their
Gardeniser license and so far 16 people in the UK have taken the test and gained the license. In addition, they can now also use the
Gardeniser logo on their email signature or other documents like a CV or a business card.
The webinar was well attended by 40 people from across the UK and from other countries such as Spain and France. There was an
opportunity to ask questions at the end and Andrea and Heidi answered enquiries on how the project would be affected by Brexit ( it
wont be hampered by Brexit and will still be able to be delivered in the UK), how the ECVET training system works, and what kind
of participants can take part in the training.
The webinar got lots of great comments including ;‘Your website looks great, really well designed and informative’, Good to see people
working towards recognising this as a profession (& required) role.’,’ Super inspiring and exciting!’, ‘Thank you for this webinar, really
interesting!’
The UK hopes to be able to offer the next Gardeniser training course in Autumn 2020. They are currently exploring the best way to do
this and may offer some of the course online. Details of the next course will be up on the Gardeniser platform in August but anyone
wishing to be kept informed directly about the Gardeniser course and dates can contact Heidi at heidi@farmgarden.org.uk.

Gardeniser Pro project presentation and discussion with
Syn+ergasia platform
On June 11, 2020 the European Centre in Training for Employment –
ECTE hosted a Zoom discussion on social economy and urban farms with
Syn+ergasia Cultural Platform.
ECTE presented Gardeniser Pro and the progress of the project activities
so far to the participants of the discussion. Panel participants included
an academic staff member from the University of West Attica, members
of the Syn+Ergasia Platform (both Greece based but also members
based in Amsterdam and London), and local authorities.

Discussion participants found Gardeniser Pro a great project whose diverse aspects can be utilised in urban gardens in Athens and the
nearby area as well as in sites promoting social economy and solidarity. In particular, members of the Syn+ergasia platform pointed out
concurrent objectives of the Gardeniser Pro project and its rationale with a Workshop organised by the Syn+ergasia Platform entitled
“Agricultural Traces of Aspropyrgos: A Collective Project in the Agricultural, Post Industrial, Multicultural Community of Aspropyrgos”. With
a series of site specific performances, the project underlines the agricultural and multicultural element in a participatory context where
artists, farmers, immigrants and a broader audience create an experiential, collective artwork which happens in the farms of Aspropyrgos.
Moreover, what stemmed from a Gardeniser Pro project presentation and was accentuated with the “Amoli” Project of the Syn+ergasia
Platform provided a great base for the following topics of discussion:
- What is a European citizen's relation today, to food, his right to cultivate the land in an agricultural-industrial-post industrial space?
- How can the community come together through cultivating its food, communal lunches and participatory artistic actions?
ECTE gave further input on the project presentation by demonstrating the current platform in English and its features.

Gardeniser Pro conference in Witzenhausen: Social
Farming inside the city?
The professionalization of Urban Gardening by the profession of the Gardeniser,
by Thomas van Elsen
The German part of the final conference of the European project Gardeniser Pro took place at the 30th of January 2020 at the faculty of
organic agriculture of the University of Kassel.
The invited guests in the panel discussion were Dr. Christa Müller (Munich) from the charity anstiftung, Dr. Falko Feldmann (Brunswick)
from the Julius-Kühn-Institute, the documentary filmmaker Ines Reinisch (Witzenhausen), Denise Kemper (Essen) from the Regional
Association Ruhr and Sebastian Pomm (Leipzig) from the community garden AnnaLinde.
Christa Müller raised awareness and showed that most of the community gardens in Germany are self-organised bottom-up-initiatives
with a charitable focus while the organisational structures in other countries are quite different. In England for instance professional
gardeners have the active role. Are German community gardens interested in the professionalization by a Gardeniser? The
experimentation for the programme in Leipzig, in which mainly professional participants with long years of experience in urban
community gardens took part, clearly has revealed this need.
Sebastian Pomm stressed the importance that a Gardeniser should not only have knowledge about horticulture and garden management.
He or she should also be an active local politician and be familiar with issues such as authority structures as well as questions about
insurance. The training concept that was developed within Gardeniser Pro includes these aspects.

Conference participants pointed to the German Transition Town Network: A massive
transformation of the municipalities will arise when climate protection becomes a
duty for them. In Leipzig recently the first ”association of urban landscape
maintenance“ has been founded - a development showing the demand for
professional Gardenisers who bring together different groups of people and pass on
their experience. The funding of such coordinators is still difficult, but the need for
competent persons for such tasks will increase.
To conclude: Social farming is not limited to rural areas, but is increasingly growing
in conurbations and needs professionally trained specialists. Urban gardening, city
gardens, community gardens, intercultural gardens - a multiplicity of terms for
initiatives in which food production is usually closely linked to social and educational
activities. Like the PROFARM project that ended last year, in which the profession of
a "companion of inclusion" who acts as an interface between the farmer and people
in need of support was developed, Gardenisers could act as catalysts for the
development of social farming - the urban area offers untapped opportunities for
this. The agenda of the conference and the committed discussion with the
approximately 60 participants of the conference give hope for the future!

Presentation of the project results in France : Community
gardens, which role, which future?
The Gardeniser Pro project, which trained 19 people in France is coming to an end. Most of the participating organisations, and a few
trainees, met on Tuesday 30 June 2020 in Pau at the Aquiu, to exchange ideas , and share experiences on the impact of the project and the
new perspectives it brought to each of them.
Gathered by Pistes-Solidaires, in the presence of the House of the Gardener (City Hall of Pau) and the Conservatory of Heritage Vegetables of
Béarn who had hosted the training and organised the courses in France and Europe, many community gardens were represented during the
discussion which was attended by 27 people from the garden of Marsan, the garden of the rue Guynemer, the garden of the association AJIR,
the garden of the university L'Arrosoir and the Social Centre La Pépinière. All of them listened with interest to the presentation of the results
of the project and brought their perspectives and discussed the challenges they were facing, particularly in the context of the Covid-19
pandemic.
These very enriching exchanges highlighted the motivation and the interest of all for the training developed within the framework of the
project and the platform that allows people to share contact details of gardens and facilitators: www.gardeniser.eu
Gardeniser Pro is getting stronger and stronger: the end of the project is only a new beginning!

“Festa grande” for the Gardenisers!
The multiplier event in Italy was held in Rome on 8th of July 2020. The event was well organised guaranteeing everyone from the risks of
covid-19 were respected. The PHYSICAL DISTANCE was respected, but not the SOCIAL DISTANCE, as it is often incorrectly said. There can be
no social distancing because it does not exist, if sociality exists; the same thing applies to urban community gardens, which would not exist
without the gardeners and their human “touch”.
This was a great demonstration of organisation, mutual respect and the sharing of a high quality of the combined contents which were
literally put on the field at the Tre Fontane Urban Gardens, one of the most significant community gardens in Rome. The Municipality of
Rome VIII, the Municipality of Rome, both the administrative part with the Urban Gardens Office and the political one with the Department of
Environment, the presidency of the Lazio Region and the representatives of the Municipality of Siena and the Region Tuscany attended the
event.
Slightly under the 100 representatives of the urban community gardens in Rome, public institutions and third sector organszations that are
committed to promoting the environment and habitability of the city of Rome participated and also enjoyed an APERITIV-ORTO with food at
“0 meters”, cooked and distributed in record time by the highly efficient Tre Fontane’s volunteers.
Speakers explained how Gardeniser Pro grew from the first international exchange projects to urban gardens and the future programs
like Erasmus +, Urbact ENI and Horizon 2020 projects that are nurturing the improvement of the quality of the interventions of Gardenisers
and Urban Community Gardens, preparing for the natural increase in the number of gardens expected in the city.
Video souvenir of the event: https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=605446263439390
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